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About Northumbria

! Northumbria is a research-rich, business-focused, professional
university with a global reputation for academic excellence
! Based in the heart of Newcastle
! Originally known as Newcastle Polytechnic, the University was
formed in 1969
! Building on these firm foundations, the Polytechnic became one
of the leading institutions of its type in the UK
! September 1992 marked the inauguration of the University
when the Polytechnic was awarded university status and
became Northumbria University
! 4 Faculties and Professional Support Services

History Northumbria University
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Compliance and Audit
Construction
Asbestos
Fire
Chemical and Biological Safety
Training and Leadership

! The University conducts a diverse range of activities. The Team,
work in partnership to provide proactive strategic and
operational support
! We work with all areas in the management of risk that activities
create, offering independent expertise, advice and training
! The team are a central function and are specialists in a wide
range of skills:

Health and Safety Team

! Hard and Soft Services delivered in house
! Compliance rates low
! Lack of demonstrable evidence for legislative compliance
! Too many sub-contractors
! Difficult to control
! Not keeping up with private sector best practice
! Time for change……………….2016

How we used to work

#Take on Tomorrow
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Focus upon core business
Cost and efficiency savings
TUPE
Career Progression
Integrated Facility Services
Global FM provider
Asset Investment

PRO’s:

Key Partners – Sodexo, CBRE and Chartwells

Outsourcing

CON’s:
• TUPE can be a double edged sword
• Long term staff unwilling to change
• Outsourcing can generate negative opinions
and feedback from employees
• Loss of control
• Reputation if things go wrong
• Outsourcing to several service providers
• Single, bundled or TFM services

Outsourcing

Annual
• QHSE Audit-A minimum of 1 per year
• Project Audits-Detailed audits carried out based on Projects that have been
delivered

Bi-Annual
• Internal Audit-A minimum of 2 per year

• Regular Internal Audits
Monthly
• OP61-Review of Engineers, Building and System Standards
• Safe Method of Work checks
• Sub-Contractor Monitoring
• OP63-Checking the RAMS, Competencies, Calibration Certification etc.

Health and Safety - CBRE

! Industry accreditations

! H&S Governance

! This policy forms part of the Sodexo Safety and Environmental Management
System and is one of the measures taken by Sodexo in meeting and
maintaining its legal and duty of care obligations.

! Legislative compliance

! Protection of employees, clients, general public

! Overarching H&S policy

Health and Safety Management - Sodexo

The effective maintenance and operation
The provision of a safe, comfortable environment
Principles of BIM
Building services designers
The revision of legal changes and changes
Its interaction with other standards, and sets the framework for effective maintenance strategies

Guide M comprehensively covers greater definitions for implementation of life cycle maintenance for
existing properties and to influence new building designs in line with British Standards Institution BS
8544:2013.
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New Rules Of Measurement offering guidance on six key areas:

CIBSE has launched a new edition of CIBSE Guide M: Maintenance Engineering and Management,

Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Guide M

Services & Standards

! SFG20 complements CIBSE Guide M as it provides the definitive standard for building
maintenance
! The maintenance schedules have become the industry standard, with many public and
private organisations specifying SFG20 as a standard in tender proposals
! The dynamic SFG20 web service strategically complements the CIBSE Guide M
framework for building guidelines
! To secure essential budgets
! SFG20 was updated in January 18 to include benchmark service times
! Reports
! Ultimately, this supports the CIBSE Guide M framework by providing clear guidance on
service and maintenance procedures for building assets
! The online SFG20 platform is kept current by the technical committee to ensure that that
all schedules are legal and compliant with industry best practice. Users receive update
emails in line with the latest legislation

Delivering a reactive maintenance service

Sodexo sets itself apart from industry competitors by
having Maximo exclusively configured to support facilities
in different locations across the globe. They can achieve a
consistent delivery of facilities management, especially for
large accounts that need a unified, single solution
operating plan for facilities that are all over the map. Data
obtained from Maximo, allows the client to compare costs
of operations across geographies and protect the
infrastructure of all of their buildings."

Using Maximo for facilities management provides both
short and long term benefits. Not only does is allow for
numerous operational benefits, but the data collected in
Maximo over time will provide valuable insight into trends
in the industry involving integrity of facilities' systems,
labour optimization and improving operational efficiencies,
allowing Sodexo to make improvements to asset
management that will result in more cost-effective
operations for clients.

Demonstrating Compliance - CAFM

Some example PPM’s to meet statutory compliance
•Gas Boiler Servicing
•Boiler maintenance
•Asbestos
•Gas Safety Checks
•Water Hygiene Regimes including Water Testing
•Legionella Risk Assessments (L8 Compliance)
•Electrical Testing
•PAT Testing
•Emergency Lighting Testing
•Air Conditioning, F Gas and general gas services
•Ventilation Hygiene including Duct Cleaning

By engaging in a Planned Preventative Maintenance
(PPM) programme it will prolong the life of your
heating plant and avoid operational disruption. This
is by far the most economical means of managing
your building services.

Demonstrating Compliance - CAFM

The PPM method statement shows
the process for their own engineers,
which is also similar to our supply
partners, as the assets they are
responsible for are also included on
the PPM schedule. This enables the
team to make sure the client is 100%
statutory compliant with the
information uploaded via CBRE’s
Concept system, with all certification
uploaded onto their E-logbooks
system.

The PPM process illustrates how
CBRE manage PPM tasks ensuring
compliance and full task closure;

PPM Method Statement

Demonstrating Compliance - CAFM

PPM management and scheduling will be based around 52-week planners

Demonstrating Compliance - CAFM

Demonstrating Compliance - CAFM
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Roofs
Confined Spaces
Areas or equipment with potential or actual Asbestos - plant rooms, electrical DBs
Pressure Systems
Gas systems
Electrical HV/LV Systems

Some of the common areas associated with risk are:

Areas of Risk

! Selection and approval of suppliers
! CBRE operate a two-tier system of Preferred and Approved suppliers whose
performance is rigorously and continuously monitored
! Supply partner activities and performance are included within the inspection and
audit processes
! Hazards
! Legal Duties
! Site Induction
! Permits to Work
! Supervision of Contractors
! Reviewing Performance
! Records

Supply Chain Management
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Visual checks carried out monthly
Annual checks with 5 and 10 year commissioning and refills
Fire Suppression - Bi-annual tests
Fire Doors - Monthly checks
Fire Shutters - Bi-annual checks
Fire Risk Assessment - Annual
Fire Dampers - Annual tests
Smoke Vents - Annual tests

Fire Fighting Equipment

! Weekly Testing with 100% of the system over 12 months-Panel, Detectors, Sounders, Beacons and Interfaces

Fire Alarm

Within the scope of the contract our partners are responsible for various aspects of Fire Safety and Protection:

Working in partnership with Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service

Fire Safety

The Groups purpose is to provide a committee forum which works together constructively
to:
! Provide an opportunity for those stakeholders to share information and exchange
views on asbestos issues
! Cascade this information to the staff within the represented sections
! Review University AMP annually or sooner if appropriate
! Consider the effectiveness of existing procedures
! Discuss internal compliance with asbestos related procedures
! Discuss the mitigation of uncontrolled releases of asbestos fibres
! Consider the performance of asbestos related contractors/consultants and the
numbers on the framework
! Discuss training requirements across the University
! Make recommendations in the light of new asbestos related legislation, guidance and
best practice

Asbestos Working Group

Asbestos

Asbestos Dashboard

! Internal Inspections
! Faculty / Service Department Inspections
! Director Safety Tour
! External Audits
! Internal Audits
! Awards

Review

